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- Why does church response
matter? Disabled people and
COVID-19

- Online church - the context

- Disabled people's online
church before/during lockdown

- Institutional response: lived
religion & the domestic sphere
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Reports of increased health/social
inequalities for UK disabled people

- Access to food and medicine
- Access to PPE
- Access to information (e.g in BSL/Easy Read)
- NICE clinical care guidelines using frailty scale
- 'Easements' of 2014 Care Act

Inquiry by Women and Equalities Committee

Highlights disabled people's precarious
existence in society (Bates, Goodley &
Runswick-Cole, 2017, Tyler, 2013, Soldatic, 2018)

Disabled
People

and
COVID-19



Churches
Online In
Lockdown



The Online
Church

Movement
e.g. Anglican Cathedral of
Second Life, St Pixels - 'virtual'
replication of physical space

Many sought markers of
authenticity & legitimacy
(Hutchings, 2010)

Is online church "real"?
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Disabled People: Misfitting in Physical Churches

Many of my disabled participants misfit in churches (Garland-
Thompson, 2011):

Brianna (wheelchair user): excluded from services that used the high altar
Andrew (Deaf): church said it could not afford to subtitle preaching
Lucy (autistic, dyslexic): difficulty following sermons; stress when church met in
temporary locations during building work
Hazel and Victor (both blind): could not see song lyrics on the screen and church
did not send lyrics in advance
Miranda (wheelchair user): could only access communion when the vicar made
an exception for her
Anthony (autistic): could not engage with the social culture of churches
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Siobhan - autistic & excluded from her church due to a new heating system 
"So we ended up with me getting their audio and putting it to all these photos
[of parishioners]. And I did the subtitles of what they were saying. And we
ended up with a 20 minute video. And I did feel part of it, because I was taking
part as much as anybody was at that point... I was actually sort of part
of them [the church] again."

Emma - lost most of her sight & mobility while serving as a minister
"I'm the most techie person in the church, which doesn't say a lot. That means
I've got us online. I've been facilitating and running services and helping other
people be involved... People record Bible readings and... [we] get 92 year olds
on Zoom. You name it, we've done it."

Disabled People Engaging with Lockdown Church
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- Founded in 2013 - now have about 15,500 followers on Twitter
- 3-4 years of engagement with the community - Twitter Bible readings, daily
liturgy, live Sunday worship on YouTube (Service of the Word)
- Can offer flexibility to disabled Christians living on "crip time" (McRuer, 2008)
- Founder member Katie: the difference between church online & online church
- Resistant readings (Fiorenza, 1992): Katie uses biblical colonialism & Exodus
metaphors, reading against the grain of institutional church's exile narrative.

"Mainstream church was reluctantly dumped into the online space... There was
a huge influx of hurt privilege" into a space that groups like Disability & Jesus
were already working in. 
"The online space is sacred. It's just different."
- Katie Tupling (founder member, Disability and Jesus)

Disability & Jesus: A Case Study



Domestic
Spaces and

Lived Religion
Online space is liminal space -
domestic and private, as well
as connected
Lived religion often spans the
domestic and the institutional
(McGuire 2008)
Continuing debates about
authenticity & legitimacy -
what is 'real' church & who
does it exclude?

“It’s taken a pandemic for the church world to
catch up with [the need for accessible church].
Yet today I still see ministers and congregants

alike saying that online is second best and they
look forward to getting back to ‘real’ church.”
- Kay Morgan-Gurr, disability & church activist



Centres, Edges &
Disability

Adaptation

The language of 'central' and
'marginal' religious activities as
the churches leaves lockdown

What happens to disabled
people & others who need
remote church when church
moves back into the buildings?

“As church buildings begin to reopen,
it is worth considering what provision
you wish to make available online to

enable those members of your
congregation who may still be

shielding or unable to join in person.”

- Church of England, July 2020
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"Lockdown brought with it both opportunity and challenge to the church...
Now as restrictions ease there is a fear within me that churches will go back
to “business as usual” and the eagerness to return to “proper church” will
leave many of us - who for the last four months have been more engaged than
ever - back where we started."
- Emily Richardson (disabled Christian & church communication coordinator) 

"Will the good intentions of accessibility still be in place in a years time when
most of your congregation are back in their seats?  Or will we be
the invisible again?  Most people who have been excluded from churches for
years have little hope that inclusivity will improve."
- Emma Major (disabled minister), Church Times, May 2020
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"Disabled people's voices have not yet been heard in churches, about church...

One way to include is to make intentional space for those not present in the
building. I'm suggesting that every service has something contributed by
those not able to be present, a space set aside. So we model that we are
gathered from different spaces - and IN different spaces, in different ways, to
be the body of Christ.  God is not constrained by pandemic or buildings, but
only by people. God is always big enough."

- Fiona MacMillan, Chair of Disability Advisory Group at St Martin-in-the-Fields
Church, Trustee of Inclusive Church



Disabled women whose impairment affects
them 'a lot' were

11.3%
more likely to die than non-disabled peers

Disabled men whose impairment affects them
'a lot' were

6.5%
more likely to die than non-disabled peers

30,000 
excess deaths in care homes (July 2020), 2/3s
directly attributable to COVID-19

ONS (2020) Coronavirus (COVID-19) related deaths by disability status,
England and Wales: 2 March to 15 May 2020

ONS Statistics (2 March to 15 May 2020)
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